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Miami Is Emerging as a Creative
Powerhouse

The agencies and creatives there are bringing positive attention to the city

CITY SPOTLIGHT

The Wynwood neighborhood in Miami is home to plenty of public art. Ilse Orsel/Pixabay

By Kyle O’Brien & Emmy Liederman
SEPTEMBER 13, 2022

A decade ago, Miami was barely a blip on the creative agency map.

The OG shop was Crispin Porter + Bogusky, a wildly creative agency

that had its HQ in the city starting in 1988 and running through

2001 when it moved to LA and later Boulder. The agency was on

top of the world with work for Microsoft, Domino’s, Burger King and

Hotels.com. It would close its Miami office in early 2018.

Flash forward to today: Miami is a viable creative hub, both in

advertising and the arts. It has moved past CP+B to include

independent players like Gut and The Community, along with major

network players including AKQA Bloom, David Miami and Alma. It’s

also home to one of the biggest portfolio schools, Miami Ad School,

and has a strong advertising program at the University of Miami,

making it an attractive place for students and young professionals

to live and work.

Miami is more than just palm trees, sun, sand, nightlife and casual

Fridays all the time. It’s also a vibrant business hub, with numerous

creative companies and agencies in and around the Magic City. It’s

the gateway to Latin America, and as such, a prime landing spot for

those who want to do business with one of the fastest-growing

segments of the marketing world. And what makes Miami unique

compared to many of the other agency hubs across the U.S. is that

there are very few major brands based in the city, which means that

the agencies are working with brands that are based elsewhere.

“Why so many creative people have been moving to Miami is

because you want to be surrounded by experiences that are going to

inspire you, and they’re going to fuel your ideas, and that’s what

Miami gives you,” Joselyn Bickford, head of account management at

independent agency Gut, told Adweek.

Miami is inspiration for creatives and
clients

Gut only has one client in its hometown, with the others scattered

all over North and South America.

“We travel a lot. Our clients are everywhere. but Miami is our

headquarters and it’s always a great town to come back to,” said

Anselmo Ramos, founder and creative chairman at Gut.

Before the pandemic, being based in a city where the clients were

was standard, but now businesses can choose their agency partners

based on where they’re getting their best ideas without missing a

beat. It’s an advantage for Miami agencies and part of why they are

able to attract more top talent than they used to.

“So many creative people have been moving to Miami because you

want to be surrounded by experiences that are going to inspire you

and fuel your ideas, and that’s what Miami gives you,” added

Bickford.

“[Miami is] a pretty interesting place to work…You are constantly in

touch with different cultures and that’s super fruitful for creativity.

That’s what adds to the Miami scene,” said Lucas Silva, Miami Ad

School teacher and associate creative director, David Miami.

Juan Carlos Ortiz, president and CEO of DDB Latina, sees Miami as

the exciting new creative hub for the industry, calling New York and

Chicago “from three decades or four decades ago.” He said the city

is experiencing its boom at the right time. “Miami is the fresh one,

the new one, the upcoming one…We’re [in the] business of selling a

positive vibe—we’re storytellers of a positive vibe.”

The fact that people are moving to Miami from New York, as well as

from Spain, Colombia, Brazil, Argentina and other places in Latin

America, indicates that it is the U.S. hub and hotspot for Latinx

culture.

“Professionally, Miami suffers a bit of prejudice from people who live

in New York or Chicago. It gets a bad rap as somewhere your

grandparents live, but we’re working hard to change this

perception…Miami is actually thriving,” Rafa Donato, chief creative

officer at David Miami, told Adweek.

The city and Miami-Dade county governments are apparently

supporting the creative growth of the area as well.

“They are supporting a lot startups and projects for technology. And

at the same time this is related to the creative industry. So years

ago, you had two or three agencies in the city. Right now you have

plenty of agencies doing extremely well. It’s incredible what is

happening,” said Ortiz.

Bickford stated that working in Miami lets people be part of a

creative community where they can be inspired both at work and

after hours. “When you leave, you get to be inspired by a community

of creatives that are not just living in advertising. It really is a

creative culture beyond ads.”

Juan Javier Peña Plaza, an executive at Gut, added that Miami is a

welcoming city, especially for those like him who come from

another country and are warmly accepted.

The agencies and players

Agencies in Miami pride themselves on their diversity. Being at the

hub of Latin American culture in the U.S., there is obviously a heavy

Latinx influence, but, as Ramos told Adweek, “If you look at Gut

Miami, we have 21 nationalities. So there are a lot of people from a

lot of different places. So you not only have Spanish and English,

you have people who speak other languages, so it’s very diverse.”

Independents

Gut: Founded by two of David Miami’s co-founders in 2018, Gut has

quickly earned respect with campaigns for Tim Hortons, Google,

Call of Duty and Popeyes. Ramos and his partner Gaston Bigio

started Gut in 2018 in Miami and Buenos Aires after co-founding

David Miami, which was an outgrowth of Ogilvy Latina. David’s third

founder, Fernando Musa, remains chairman at David. Gut is a

highly awarded agency, especially for a relatively new shop. It was

named the No. 2 Independent Network of the Year at Cannes and it

won a Lion for its Tim Hortons work with Justin Bieber. Gut’s

executive creative directors and global partners Ricardo Casal and

Peña Plaza were named to last year’s Adweek 50.

El Autobus: This Miami creative and production agency was

founded by two Venezuelan refugees, Roberto Fonfría and Simón De

Franca, who had to flee their home country after they clashed with

then-president Hugo Chavez. Their connections to South America

helped them grow in Miami, and the shop was acquired by

independent agency Anchor Worldwide.

Network Agencies

David Miami: David made a splash for its incredible work for
Burger King—the “Moldy Whopper” is a standout—but the Ogilvy

shop also has done award-winning work for Heinz, Budweiser,

Corona and Turkish Airlines.

David Miami

The agency also prides itself in taking care of its people.

“I’m super proud of the way David has been able to adapt to a more

human way of working. We’ve listened to people. We’re increased

salaries and paid time off…We put people first without sacrificing

the creative output and the work we do for our clients. We go back

to the office because we want to spend time together. We want to

have lunch together and inspire each other,” said Rafa Donato, chief

creative officer, David Miami.

Alma: A highly diverse agency, with people from 31 different

nationalities, the Miami agency in the DDB network is much

awarded for its work for McDonald’s, Pepsi and Miller, among many

others. Luis Miguel Messianu, the founder and chairman of Alma,

named his agency Alma after the Spanish word for “soul.” Ranked

the No. 1 Most Awarded Agency at the 2022 U.S. Effies and the No.

8 Most Awarded Agency in the 2022 global ranking by the One Club

for Creativity, Alma has earned 32 Cannes Lions and 21 Effie

Awards. The agency recently named Alvar Suñol as co-president

and CCO and Isaac Mizrahi as co-president and CEO, who was

named to the Adweek 50 in 2021. The agency won several awards,

including D&AD, Gerety and Clio awards for its “Better With Pepsi”

campaign.

Alma DDB

AKQA Bloom: This Miami-based offshoot of WPP’s AKQA was

founded by Fernando Pellizzaro and Jean Zamprogno—the creative

team known as Zampa & Zaro—and announced in March. The

former executive creative directors at David Miami, who led the

creative department at the agency for the last two years before

leaving the agency, are native Brazilians and have been working

together for 15 years in Brazil, Portugal, Argentina and the U.S. In

the past, they have worked on six Super Bowl campaigns and won

numerous awards. With the launch of AKQA Bloom, Zampa & Zaro
is now pursuing purpose-driven work full-time. With AKQA’s

backing, Zampa and Zaro hope the agency’s narrow focus on social

change will open up a wide interest among potential clients.

Their clients include Nike, Stella McCartney, Volvo, and Coca-Cola,

with all projects related to social and environmental impact.

DDB Latina: DDB wanted to create an entity that would pull

together the Hispanic markets, but, like many of the agencies in

Miami, it has grown beyond just being a force for the Latinx market,

but for the ad world in general. DDB Latina is headed up by

president and CEO Juan Carlos Ortiz and oversees offices in Miami,

Latin America and Spain.

The Community / La Comunidad: A global agency within the

Publicis Groupe, The Community’s Miami office leads with a multi-
cultural approach for brands including Mondelez, Mercedes-Benz,

Verizon and the City of Buenos Aires. The Community has been a

strong voice in the Hispanic market for over 20 years. Its CEO is Luis

Montero, a respected leader there since 2013.

TBWA\Media Arts Lab: The creative agency behind Apple’s wildly

inventive campaigns has one of its six offices in Miami. The agency

was named Adweek’s 2021 Global Agency of the Year.

Other Agencies

BeautifulBeast: Founded by former executives of the

multicultural agency Lerma that spun off from The Richards

Group, BeautifulBeast sees itself as an agency that can

handle the changing needs of modern clients. It has hubs in

Miami and Dallas.

Sun&Sons: Founded by ex-Crispin Porter + Bogusky veteran

Alex Burnard, this small agency has clients mostly in the

restaurant and hospitality industry.

FCB&Fire Miami

Edelman Miami

Golin

Initiative Latin America

Ogilvy Miami

Republica Havas

RockOrange

Publicis Sapient

Burson-Marsteller

Chemistry

CCOM Group

Dentsu Aegis Miami

GTB/Miami

IPG Mediabrands/Miami

Leo Burnett Latin America Regional Headquarters

SCPF America

The 3  Eye

VMLY&R Miami

Wavemaker Miami

Weber Shandwick Miami

305 Worldwide: While not based in Miami, this agency was co-

founded by famed Miami musician and entrepreneur Pitbull
and is a collaboration with Horizon Media. 305 is the area code

for Miami.

The Brands

While many of the Miami agencies deal with clients outside of the

city and state, there are some major brands based in the Magic City.

Here are eight of the biggest brands headquartered in Miami, as

listed by Indeed.com.

Carnival Cruise Line

Lennar Corporation

World Fuel Services

Ryder System Inc

Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd

Burger King

Costa Farms

Norwegian Cruise Line

Driving relevance means driving growth. Join global brands

and industry thought leaders at Brandweek, Sept. 11–14 in
Miami, for actionable takeaways to better your marketing.

50% off passes ends April 10.
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